Scientific and technical journal «INZHENER-NEFTJANIK»
Submission and reviewing guidelines for articles accepted for publication

Dear Sirs, we earnestly ask you to follow the guidelines when submitting your article.
1. The article is to be submtted in electronic format at the following url povalihin@idscorp.ru or at url povalihinl@yandex.ru together with covering letter. If your article contents are
more then 5 MB, use archiver RAR or ZIP.
2. Article submission:
* The article should be up to 14 pages in a page format of А4 (210 х 297 mm);
* 3 Text- in Word, vertical spacing - 1,5 interval, type 12 Arial or Times New Roman,
not two-column format;
* formulas – as Microsoft Equation 5.0;
* figures - Corel Draw, Illustrator, Ad
•In the text all the Latin symbols for physical quantities (a, I, d, h ит. п.) are to be in
italics, Greek symbols, function names (sin, exp, lim), chemical elements and unit measures—
white letter. Latin and Greek symbols (letters) for mathematical formalism are recommended.
3.It is necessary to mention Universal Decimal Classification Code (UDC – code) or
State Rubricator of Scientific and Technical Information Code (GRNTI –code), or State
Commission for Academic Degrees and Titles Code (VAK- code) according to valid
specialization register for scientist.
4. The article should include bibliographical reference according to GOST Р 7.05-2008
Bibliographical Reference. General Requirements.
5. The article should give abstract (up to 5 sentences) and key words in Russian and
English.
6. The article should give information about the authors in English and Russian:
* forename, patronym, surname of all the authors in full, their degrees and academic
ranks.
* position, full name and business address.
* e-mail address for each author;
* postal address (may be one for all authors);
* contact telephone number.
7. In the articlecommonly accepted meaning of terms, unit measures and conventional
symbols should be used. They should be the same through all the text. Transcript of any symbol,
term and unit is given when first used in the text.
8. Publication:

* materials submitted are to be referred by expert board members according to the article
profile, reviews are kept on file during 5 years;
* concluding document or reasoned refusal is submitted to the author(s) in the event of a
refusal;
* scientific and technical publications are free-of-charge.
9. Editors submit referee report copy to Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
on request.

